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a onetime U.S. ambassador to the European Union who has negotiated Holocaust restitution settlements, said in an interview. “Neal was bringing to light real people who were still alive.
Neal M. Sher, leader of Justice Department’s Nazi-hunting unit, dies at 74
“We’re dealing with people who weren’t even born during the Holocaust,” he said, adding that negotiators used Zoom because of the coronavirus pandemic. “They still recognize their moral ...
Germany sets aside an additional $767 million for Holocaust survivors, officials say
Hannah Arendt, philosopher-historian of the Holocaust, spoke famously of "the banality of evil". But in movie terms there's something as bad: the monotony of evil. Thirteen Ghosts shows it at full ...
13 Ghosts (Cert 15)
A grainy screenshot from the movie Animal House, showing a large group of people standing, sitting, and kneeling in front of a two story white house with ivy climbing up the side, and two cars, one ...
Phi Beta Kappa 2021 Ceremony
“She has known about the danger of climate change for longer than we’ve been alive,” one of the brothers ... the country that had committed the Holocaust and turned her into an icon of ...
A nation transformed in 16 years of Angela Merkel begins to move on
SIR - There is still a problem with wheely bins blocking ... Maybe it is that fact that they have chimed for longer than I have been alive. For me, the bells have always represented the heartbeat ...
Wheely bins are blocking paths
Reid herself strongly believed in the mission, describing herself as an advocate. "I still believe victims and survivors," she says. "I guess I can't not." But becoming the target of a false ...
2 Women Dated for Years. After It Ended, JMU Said Their Relationship Was 'Nonconsensual.'
In 1998, Sher became the first chief of staff for the International Commission on Holocaust Era Insurance ... of a 2009 terrorist shooting at Forth Hood in Texas. The army characterized the ...
Neal Sher, who helped deport dozens of Nazis from US, dies at 74
So that young activists today fighting for different causes and a different world can still relate to and hopefully learn from. Weiss: What inspired us to become involved? It’s your father ...
How can the struggle for Soviet Jewry help navigate 21st century peoplehood?
CLAYTON, N.C. (WNCN) — A Johnston County woman says it is a miracle she is alive after a tree sliced ... One large branch landed across her SUV’s hood — just inches from her windshield.
Woman alive by ‘grace of God’ after massive tree falls on her SUV
“But it seemed like another way to keep Johnnie’s memory alive.” She found the museum ... Eight decades later, the material is still being used as a christening gown to baptize their great ...
'A little Smithsonian': Guilford woman donates uncle's WW II artifacts to West Haven Veterans Museum
“In Spain, one can still see, after 2-3 years ... “She had such a strong heart that she remained alive for more than 24 hours after they removed the oxygen,” Dorene said.
Woman who survived 1918 flu, world war succumbs to COVID-19
Nearby, Silas [Hal Cumpston] was traveling in a car wearing a hood driven by Dennis [Max Osinski]. Dennis pulled off his hood and gave him a drink of water and told him he was going to go to ...
The Walking Dead: World Beyond: Leo Bennett's new girlfriend Lyla Belshaw is an agent planted by CRM
They are insisting that their plans, which are still in flux but amount to a call for some $4 trillion in spending over two bills, have no real costs at all—or that the costs should not be ...
Democrats Are Denying Basic Economics
“But it’s still a great opportunity because opens the ... lull and then his own post-operative recovery. “If I’m alive it’s because bad weeds never die,” he quipped about his health ...
Pope to Orban’s Hungary: Open your arms to everyone
holding a hose in front of a car as smoke rises from the scorched hood. No one was reported hurt in the incident along Route 1, the main highway between Tel Aviv and Jerusalem. The fire was only ...
Shin Bet chief nominee puts out burning car as he zooms toward clinching post
Bill Clinton was still hospitalized in an Irvine intensive ... (NEXSTAR) – A Canadian woman is thankful to be alive after a meteorite ripped through the roof of her home Oct. 3, barely missing ...

Now in paperback, the acclaimed Holocaust memoir declared "a book of breathtaking honesty and extraordinary insight."--LA Times
Swept up as a child in the events of Nazi-era Europe, Ruth Kluger saw her family's comfortable Vienna existence systematically undermined and destroyed. By age eleven, she had been deported, along with her mother, to Theresienstadt, the first in a series of concentration camps which would become the setting for her precarious childhood. Kluger's story of her years in the camps and her struggle to establish a life after the war
as a refugee survivor in New York, has emerged as one of the most powerful accounts of the Holocaust. Interwoven with blunt, unsparing observations of childhood and nuanced reflections of an adult who has spent a lifetime thinking about the Holocaust, Still Alive rejects all easy assumptions about history, both political and personal. Whether describing the abuse she met at her own mother's hand, the life-saving generosity of a
woman SS aide in Auschwitz, the foibles and prejudices of Allied liberators, or the cold shoulder offered by her relatives when she and her mother arrived as refugees in New York, Kluger sees and names an unexpected reality which has little to do with conventional wisdom or morality tales. Still Alive is a memoir of the pursuit of selfhood against all odds, a fiercely bittersweet coming-of-age story in which the protagonist must learn
never to rely on comforting assumptions, but always to seek her own truth.
From clandestine images of Jewish children isolated in Nazi ghettos and Japanese American children incarcerated in camps to images of Native children removed to North American boarding schools, classroom photographs of schoolchildren are pervasive even in repressive historical and political contexts. School Photos in Liquid Time offers a closer look at this genre of vernacular photography, tracing how photography advances
ideologies of social assimilation as well as those of hierarchy and exclusion. In Marianne Hirsch and Leo Spitzer’s deft analysis, school photographs reveal connections between the histories of persecuted subjects in different national and imperial centers. Exploring what this ubiquitous and mundane but understudied genre tells us about domination as well as resistance, the authors examine school photos as documents of social
life and agents of transformation. They place them in dialogue with works by contemporary artists who reframe, remediate, and elucidate them. Ambitious yet accessible, School Photos in Liquid Time presents school photography as a new access point into institutions of power, revealing the capacity of past and present actors to disrupt and reinvent them.
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This clarion call to the Jewish community explores the purpose, possibilities, and limitations of peoplehood as a unifying concept of community for a people struggling profoundly with Jewish identity. It defines what peoplehood is--and is not--and explores both collective and personal Jewish identity and the natue of identity construction.
An engaging, critical study of Hugh Hood's ambitious twelve-volume novel-series.
Making War at Fort Hood offers an illuminating look at war through the daily lives of the people whose job it is to produce it. Kenneth MacLeish conducted a year of intensive fieldwork among soldiers and their families at and around the US Army's Fort Hood in central Texas. He shows how war's reach extends far beyond the battlefield into military communities where violence is as routine, boring, and normal as it is shocking and
traumatic. Fort Hood is one of the largest military installations in the world, and many of the 55,000 personnel based there have served multiple tours in Iraq and Afghanistan. MacLeish provides intimate portraits of Fort Hood's soldiers and those closest to them, drawing on numerous in-depth interviews and diverse ethnographic material. He explores the exceptional position that soldiers occupy in relation to violence--not only
trained to fight and kill, but placed deliberately in harm's way and offered up to die. The death and destruction of war happen to soldiers on purpose. MacLeish interweaves gripping narrative with critical theory and anthropological analysis to vividly describe this unique condition of vulnerability. Along the way, he sheds new light on the dynamics of military family life, stereotypes of veterans, what it means for civilians to say "thank
you" to soldiers, and other questions about the sometimes ordinary, sometimes agonizing labor of making war. Making War at Fort Hood is the first ethnography to examine the everyday lives of the soldiers, families, and communities who personally bear the burden of America's most recent wars.
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